As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as well as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a book. Elements Of Agricultural Engineering By Jagadishwar Sahay

According to a recent research, the global red phosphor market size was valued at USD 486.68 Billion in 2020 and is forecast to reach USD 686.77 Billion in terms of revenue, delivering a CAGR of 4.3%

UK farmers can’t be expected to absorb the costs of increased animal welfare and environmental regulations whilst being made to do so without adequate compensation.

or forest fires in California

if financing arises, work on fertilizer plant in grand forks could start as early as 2022, npn officer says

financing is secured first.

driverless tractor set for commercial production at john deere

With its smooth edges, sleek design and the notable absence of a driver’s cab, it looks like something out of a futuristic movie in which the machines take over. But the driverless tractor set for commercial production at John Deere is grounded in the realities of modern farming, where efficiency and sustainability are key.

what is a straw bale house? definition, designs, and examples

A straw bale house is made using straw as either a main structural element, insulation when compared to traditional homes. Straw is an agricultural byproduct that is abundant and sustainable.

The massive adoption of transgenic glyphosate-resistant crops has meant excessive reliance on glyphosate for weed control across vast areas. In evolutionary terms, the biological population will require the tools of agricultural biotechnology to adapt.

new method aids water prospecting and dam security

Scientists from Skoltech and St. Petersburg State University have proposed a mathematical method for interpreting data on underground water flows. The new technique is more efficient and provides more precise results than the traditional methods.

I first posted on the topic of using coal ash as a garden fertiliser, a comment was posted that prompted me to revisit the topic. I blogged about using coal ash in the garden back in 2010 which got a lot of attention. Putting coal ash in the garden can be an effective way to improve soil structure and add nutrients.

Agricultural technology or agrotechnology (abbreviated agtech, agritech, AgrïTech, or agrotech) is the use of technology in agriculture, horticulture, and aquaculture. It is a broad field that encompasses various techniques and tools.

Science and broader engineering ...